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Abstract 
The paper presents results on calculation and measurement of acousto-optic properties of KDP crystals applied in imaging 
tunable acousto-optic filters operating in the ultraviolet region of electromagnetic light. Effective photoelastic coefficients and 
acousto-optic figures of merit are evaluated in the mode of wide angle diffraction. The carried out analysis is based on results of 
measurements of the efficiency of Bragg diffraction at the same frequency of ultrasound but at two different angles of light 
incidence in the KDP crystal. We used the crystal in an imaging acousto-optic tunable filter operating at the wavelengths of light 
405, 532  and 633 nm. The filters apply a slow shear acoustic wave propagating at the angles Į=90 and Į=120 relatively to the 
[100] axis in (010) plane of the crystal. Differences between the measured data on the photoelastic coefficients and those found in 
literature are discussed in the presentation.  
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1. Introduction 
The effect of light diffraction on phase diffraction grating created by acoustic waves in crystals is widely used 
for control of light beams. Devices based on this phenomenon provide changing of phase, polarization, intensity, 
amplitude and frequency of electromagnetic waves [1]. At present, literature describes a large number of acousto-
optic (AO) devices which differ in design, function and purpose. Such instruments are using in modern optics, 
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spectroscopy, optoelectronics and laser technology. These devices have highly functional option, simple 
construction, reliability and compactness. A special role among other AO devices belongs to acousto-optic tunable 
filters (AOTF). These devices can be divided into two different modifications such as collinear and quasi-collinear 
filters. The collinear filters operate with well collimated light beams, while the wide-aperture devices operate with 
convergent and divergent light beams. As known, the wide-aperture AOTF have been applied in processing of 
images [1]. 
 
The wide-aperture AOTFs carry out spatial filtering of optical beams. Also such filters provide spectral 
analysis of images of different objects [2-5]. The imaging AOTFs operating in the visible and near IR region are 
well developed and investigated in details [2]. For example, such devices based on the uniaxial paratellurite crystal 
are commercially available and used in various complex optical systems. On the other hand, still remains unsolved 
the problem of AO image processing and spectral line selection in the near UV range. For example, one of these 
problems consists in investigation of spectral analysis of the Earth atmosphere. As known, the undoubted interest 
for ecology and physics of atmosphere is related to studying of the status of ozone absorption edge of which lies is 
included in the near UV range. Unfortunately, the widely used, in AO and spectroscopy, crystal of paratellurite is 
not transparent at the optical wavelengths under 350 nm. Moreover, there are no AOTFs on the shelf for image 
processing in the near UV range. 
 
Analysis of scientific literature shows that list of papers related to applications of KDP in AO instruments is 
limited. A crystal quartz is used for the purpose in the collinear diffraction mode [1], while quasi-collinear and 
wide-angle AOTFs utilize the KDP crystals [3-5]. Unfortunately, the result of investigation of such devises shows 
that the AOTFs based on the KDP crystal have lower characteristics than filters based on the TeO2  crystals [2]. 
One of the basic parameters of the AOTFs is their transmission coefficient. This coefficient depends on driving 
electric power, acousto-optic and photoelastic properties. It was found that the main drawback of the KDP crystal 
is its low AO figure of merit. Due to the low AO diffraction efficiency, we had to apply high driving electric 
power to the crystal. It leads to heating of the material itself and to other negative effects. Also photoelastic 
properties of the KDP crystal are not completely investigated. Known published data are really confusing [6-9], 
therefore, calculated on base of known data, AO figures of merit differ to a few times. This is the reason why the 
acousto-optic and the  photoelastic properties of the KDP crystal should be investigated in details. Therefore, 
theoretical and experimental analysis of AO and photoelastic properties of the KDP crystal and search of AO 
interaction geometry with high diffraction efficiency are very important tasks in modern acousto-optics. 
 
2. Calculation of photoelastic properties in KDP crystal in case of wide-angle diffraction  
 The wide angle AO interaction in the KDP crystal may be realized in (010) interaction plane where a shear 
acoustic wave propagates and modulates the index of refraction n [3-5]. The direction of the acoustic wave 
propagation in (010) plane is described by the tilt angle Į, measured between the acoustic phase velocity vector K 
and the axis of the crystal [001]. In this case of interaction only two photoelastic constants, p44 and p66 are involved 
in the process of diffraction.  Many properties of light diffraction by acoustic waves may be obtained from analysis 
of wave vector diagrams illustrating the law of momentum conversation. In the vector diagram shown in Fig. 1, 
the AO interaction takes place in the plane (010), while the extraordinary polarized light is incident on ultrasound 
at Bragg angle și. The interaction at the incidence angle și is provided by the acoustic wave propagating at the 
angle Į. It corresponds to the wide angle interaction. 
 
As known, the intensity of diffracted light depends on the AO figure of merit crystal M2 as follows: 
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where Ȝ - wavelength of incident light, l, S- length and area of piezoelectric transducer respectively, P- driving 
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Fig.1. Wave vector diagram in KDP crystal: (a) calculated and measured dependences of incidence angle on acoustic frequency at 532.5 nm; 
(b) frequencies of diffraction efficiency evaluation is shown by vertical lines. 
 
electrical power applied to the transducer. The figure of merit depends on photoelastic properties of  the material: 
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In this formula, the value of velocity of ultrasound - V, density of the material -ȡ, and no, ni are ordinary and 
extraordinary indexes of refraction for a given direction of light propagation can be determined easily. However 
determination of the photoelastic effective constant peff causes some problems. As mentioned, the (010) interaction 
plane in the KDP crystal is used for fabrication of wide-angle AO filters. In this case the effective photoelastic 
constant can be calculated as follows [3-5]: 
 
66 44cos cos( ) sin sin( )effp p pD T D D T D    .       (3) 
 
The complexity of determining the effective photoelastic constant consists in the fact that there are many 
scientific papers containing contradictory data on the photoelasic properties of the KDP crystal. Table 1 shows 
magnitudes of these two photoelastic coefficients p44 and p66 taken from literature. One can see that the values of 
the photoelastic coefficients p44  and p66 differ in 1.8 and 2.5 times, respectively. It means that application of the 
the constants to determine the diffraction efficiency results in magnitudes differing by 3-6 times.  
Table 1. Literature data 
Reference p44 p66 
[6] - 0.058 
[7] -0.019 -0.064 
[8] 
[9] 
-0.034 
- 
-0.068 
0.028 
 
3. Experimental results and conclusion 
  We carried out measurements and examined ratio of diffracted light intensities at fixed acoustic frequencies close 
to the optimal frequency of the wide-angle interaction. Corresponding data are shown in Fig. 1b. The measurement 
provided reliable data on the coefficients because they were carried out at one and the same acoustic frequency thus 
excluding influence of the acoustic power We carried out our experiment in two wide-angle filters based on the 
KDP crystals with different cut angles 90 and 120 at  three wavelengths of  optical radiation 633 nm, 532.5 nm and  
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Fig.2. Ratio of diffraction efficiencies versus acoustic frequency. First line illustrates the filter with the cut angle Į=90,  
second line – the filter with the cut angle Į=120. 
  
405 nm.  The obtained results are presented in Fig.4. We calculated ratios of p44  and p66  for the two cases. The ratio 
for the filter with the cut angle 90 was equal to 0.12, while in the second filter with cut angle 120, it was 0.22. The 
obtained data were contradictive. It means that some other effect influences on the interaction and not only the 
photoelastic effect. We made a proposal that the piezoelectric effect in the crystal is the additional effect that 
influences the interaction in the KDP crystal. We also carried out similar measurements in the paratellurite crystal. 
In this case, the obtained data corresponded to theoretical predictions because the diffraction efficiency practically 
did not depend on the angle of optical incidence. It means that the proposed method of examining photoelastic 
coefficients in the KDP crystals was indirectly verified by the measurements in the paratellurite crystal. 
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